MANAGED SERVICE
PROVIDER SOLUTIONS
What are Managed Service Provider Solutions?
Overseeing a contingent workforce program with multiple suppliers can be overwhelming. This solution
streamlines the way you source, hire and manage contingent labor with better processes and crystal-clear
visibility into your program. We design a customized MSP solution for each customer to address their specific
needs, empowering them with processes and reporting they need to reveal powerful insights into performance,
cost and risk.

What makes our MSP Solution different?
We go above and beyond the typical out-of-the box solutions that you may be familiar with. Here are a few
highlights:
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Deep research: we spend the time to understand you, your needs, goals and processes.
Technology: like shoes, finding the right fit is make-or-break. We take the time to make sure you’re
picking the right one.
Leveraging suppliers: we assess your community of suppliers and find ways to develop a more
successful partnership. With more than 15 years of industry experience, we’ve partnered with nearly all
of them!
Cost control: we make sure you’re not over-paying for labor, while conducting regular audits to ensure
every dollar spent helps you achieve goals.
Weekly touch points: it’s amazing how many problems strong communication can solve (and avoid).
Innovation for the future: we won’t give you the keys and walk away. We will continue to do the
research for continuous process improvement so you can evolve and grow.

The top signs that you can streamline your program:
If any of the following issues apply to you, we highly recommend considering an MSP:
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You rely on manual reporting
You can’t track temporary labor spend by candidate or supplier
You’re not sure you can hire the best talent
You don’t have a clearly defined system in place to manage suppliers.
You can’t quickly find basic information like candidates’ and their managers’ contact information
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What does a successful program look like?
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There are clear, consistent processes in place
Reporting is easy, you can quickly access the facts and figures that matter to you and your team
You’re leveraging technology to uncover new insights
Pay rates are vetted and audited
You have a trusted partner and expert to call for guidance and problem-solving

Why Populus Group?
When you partner with us, you get amazing customer service while working with a Minority Owned Business
Enterprise (MBE) and a Veteran Owned Business (VOB), earning Diversity Spend for your organization.
What really sets us apart are our core values. We believe people should come first.
At the heart of our organization and culture is the belief that everyone deserves the opportunity to succeed.
When you work with us, you’ll get a solution that addresses your unique goals and challenges and empowers
you with the roadmap you need to be successful.

About OMNIA Partners
OMNIA Partners is a group purchasing organization that brings together industry-leading buying power and worldclass vendors to offer an extensive portfolio of sourcing solutions and partnerships. Through our economies of
scale, our members and suppliers execute more contracts, in more verticals, with transparent, value-driven pricing.
We are dedicated to helping our members and suppliers soar past every growth goal and marker of success.
Together we are going well beyond what procurement previously knew to be possible
www.omniapartners.com

Interested in getting started?
Contact our contingent workforce guru Josh Schreck (the dude knows his stuff):
Jschreck@populusgroup.com
630.874.7256
Or visit us at: http://learn.populusgroup.com/get-started-with-populus-group
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